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Interferometrična stabilizacija za ozkopasovni vir prepletenih fotonov
Izvleček
V magisteriju sem raziskal, kako prisotnost vibracij vpliva na stabilnost ozkopa-
sovnega vira prepletenih fotonov, ki ga trenutno razvijamo. Vir bo na osnovi re-
sonatorsko ojačanega procesa spontanega parametičnega zmanjševanja frekvence v
kombinaciji s prirejenim Michelsonovim interferometrom proizvedel pare polarizacij-
sko prepletenih fotonov. Ker bo kvaliteta prepletenosti direktno odvisna od dosežene
stabilnosti interferometra, bomo morali vključiti tudi aktivno stabilizacijo interfe-
rometra in resonatorjev. Tekom magisterija sem analizal vibracije, ki so prisotne v
našem laboratoriju. To nas bo vodilo pri dejanski implementaciji stabilizacijskega
postopka.
Za določitev spektrov vibracijskega šuma smo postavili prirejen Michelsonov in-
terferometer, katerega postavitev in dimenzije so primerljive z interferometrom, ki
ga bomo uporabili v samem viru. Po prvotni optimizaciji vidljivosti interference smo
izmerili časovne sledi izhodne moči interferometra pod različnimi zunanjimi pogoji.
Primerjava spektrov pridobljenih sledi nam je omogočila določitev izvora posame-
znih karakterističih vrhov v posameznih spektrih šuma. Ti podatki bodo ključni za
optimizacijo postavitve in delovanja našega vira prepletenih fotonov.
Iz pridobljenih meritev ugotavljamo, da bodo piezoelektrični elementi, ki jih želimo
uporabiti, primerni za stabilizacijo interferometra in resonatorjev proti vibracijam,
ki so prisotne v našem laboratoriju. To trdimo predvsem na osnovi tega, da so re-
lativne spremembe dolžine interferometra in glavne vibracijske frekvence povsem v
območju, ki je dosegljivo našim piezoelektričnim elementom.
Ključne besede: prepletenost, Michelsonov interferometer, spekter šuma,
kvantna komunikacija, kvantna optika, vibracije, stabilizacija, nelinearna
optika

Interferometric stabilization for a narrowband source of entangled
photons
Abstract
The thesis investigates the vibrational noise affecting the stability of the narrow-
band source of entangled photons we are currently developing. We will use cavity-
enhanced spontaneous parametric downconversion in combination with an adapted
Michelson interferometer to produce polarization entangled photon pairs. Because
the quality of the generated entanglement will directly depend on the quality of the
interferometric stability achieved, we will have to implement an active stabilization
of the interferometer and the cavities used. This thesis analyses the vibrational noise
present in our lab to guide us in the practical implementation of these stabilization
mechanisms.
For that purpose, we have constructed an adapted Michelson interferometer of the
same kind and similar dimensions as we will use in the actual source. After optimis-
ing the interference visibility we collected time traces of the interferometer output
power under varying environmental conditions. Analysing the corresponding power
density spectra allows us to pinpoint the source of individual noise peaks. This will
be essential for the optimisation of the design and the performance of our entangled
photon source.
From the collected data we conclude that the piezoelectric elements we plan to
use should be adequate for stabilising the source against the vibrations encountered
in our lab. In particular, the amplitude of the path-length changes in the interfer-
ometer as well as the frequencies of the most prominent noise peaks are well within
the available range of the piezoelectric elements we will use.
Keywords: entanglement, Michelson interferometer, noise spectrum,
quantum communication, quantum optics, vibrations, stabilization, non-
linear optics
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In this thesis I will present progress that is currently being made towards building a
narrow band source of entangled photons. This work is being done in a broader con-
text of establishing a large scale quantum network that would allow us to distribute
entanglement across large distances with applications in fields such as quantum
communication [1], quantum cryptography [2] and quantum computation [3]. The
entangled photon pairs we want to produce are ideal candidates for long distance
distribution since we can take advantage of the already existing telecommunication
network of optical fibres. In order to avoid interference with standard telecommuni-
cation traffic at 1550 nm [4], our source will produce photons at wavelength of 1310
nm. But even then our range will be limited to several hundred km due to attenu-
ation in the optical fibres (cc. 0.2 dB/km). One of the proposed ways of surpassing
this is by implementation of quantum repeaters in our distribution network, which
should allow us to distribute entanglement across long distances without any need
for amplification that would destroy entanglement [5]. A core aspect of quantum
repeater devices will be atomic memories, where incoming photons will cause atomic
transitions into excited states and be released again when needed. If done correctly,
this should allow us to preserve the original entanglement. To be compatible with
these transitions, our produced entangled photon pairs should have a sufficiently
narrow bandwidth. Our aim is to achieve bandwidth in the order of 1 MHz.
In recent years, there have been significant developments in the field of photon
pair sources. In most cases, they take advantage of the nonlinear optical process of
spontaneous parametric downconversion (SPDC) in order to produce photon pairs.
The entanglement is often achieved by making the produced photons indistinguish-
able from each other by integrating the nonlinear crystal(-s) into some kind of an
interferometer. One can achieve narrow bandwidth by putting the nonlinear crystal
into a cavity. However, none of the already existing sources would be sufficient for
the applications we have in mind, since none of them fulfils all of the requirements.
They either produce entangled photon pairs of too broad bandwidth or narrowband
photon pairs that lack entanglement. Our source will address all of these challenges.
Narrow band photon pairs will be produced via a cavity-enhanced SPDC process
in two separate nonlinear crystals, which will be put into a Michelson-like interfer-
ometer. The entanglement will then be achieved by setting up an interferometer
to effectively act as a quantum eraser. This will render the photons produced in
the two branches indistinguishable from each other. Such a source will produce
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narrow-band polarization entangled-photons that will be ready to use for further
applications down the line.
We are currently in the (slow) process of constructing this source. The work is
being done in the context of the newly established Quantum Optics laboratory at
the University of Ljubljana, Faculty of Mathematics & Physics. In this thesis, I will
first give an overview of our source design and then focus on one of its aspects, in-
terferometric stabilization, which will be essential for the production of high quality
entangled photon pairs.
1.1 Entanglement
Over the last century, quantum mechanics has fundamentally changed our under-
standing of nature. One of the most eluding concepts has been that of quantum
entanglement, where states of two or more particles are inherently connected and
where a measurement on one of them will directly effect the state of the others.
Today, entanglement plays a crucial role in various implementations of quantum
computation, quantum communication, quantum key distribution, etc. The funda-
mental unit of quantum information is the qubit. In general any two-level quantum
system could be used as a qubit, but photons are especially useful for applications
in quantum communication because they can propagate through space.
A typical quantum communication experiment would consist of sending the two
entangled photons into opposite directions and then performing some kind of mea-
surement on them. In order to do that, we will need to spatially separate the photons
in the produced photon pairs. We will take advantage of the fact that the SPDC
process can produce pairs of orthogonally polarized photons, which can then be sep-
arated by a polarizing beam splitter (PBS). This is why our source uses polarization
entangled photon pairs.
The state of a linearly polarized photon can be described as superposition between
the two orthogonal polarizations:
|ψ〉 = α|H〉+ β|V 〉 , (1.1)
where |H〉 represents horizontal and |V 〉 vertical polarization, α2 +β2 = 1, 〈H|H〉 =
1 and 〈H|V 〉 = 0. Depending on the way we prepare the photon pair, it will have
different properties. If the two photons are distinguishable, the state is separable.
If each of the two photons has a well defined polarization state, then the product of
those states can be written as a product state:
|Ψ〉 = |ψ〉1 ⊗ |ψ〉2 ,
|Ψ〉 = (α1|H〉1 + β1|V 〉1)⊗ (α2|H〉2 + β2|V 〉2) ,
|Ψ〉 = α1α2|H〉1|H〉2 + α1β2|H〉1|V 〉2 + β1α2|V 〉1|H〉2 + β1β2|V 〉1|V 〉2 .
(1.2)
This gives us a superposition of four possible two-particle states, each with its own
probability amplitude. It is also possible to describe this state in another basis, for
example in |±〉|±〉 basis, where |±〉 = |H〉 ± |V 〉. There are also states which are
not separable. A bipartite state is entangled when we cannot write it as a mixture
16
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of separable states like Eq. 1.2. The most common examples of entangled states are
the so-called Bell states :
|Ψ±〉 = 1√
2
(|H〉1|H〉2 ± |V 〉1|V 〉2) ,
|Φ±〉 = 1√
2
(|H〉1|V 〉2 ± |V 〉1|H〉2) .
(1.3)
These states are maximally entangled and form a basis for all two-qubit states. If
we perform a partial measurement on only one of these photons, we will have no
information on the state of the other photon.
This already shows one of the challenges we face with our source - we want to
spatially separate photons in a given pair, while still keeping them indistinguishable
from each other. As I will show in Chapter 2, we will do this by establishing concur-
rent photon-pair production in two separate branches of a Michelson interferometer.
The spatial separability as well as the indistinguishability will then achieved by
overlapping the two beams on a PBS. Interferometric stability will be essential for
this to work.
1.2 Spontaneous parametric downconversion
The invention of the laser in the 1960s allowed for insight into the properties of
materials that was not available before. As a source of coherent and focused light
it allowed for an intense beam to excite matter. This largely facilitated the study
of nonlinear optical response of matter. The general idea was similar to the al-
ready known magnetic response of matter. For low intensities of external excita-
tion H, one can describe the response of the medium (magnetisation) M as linear:
M(H) ≈ χmH. Similarly, we can describe the response of matter (dielectric polar-
ization) to the external light excitation E as P(E) ≈ χeE. For a linear response,
the susceptibility χe is:
χe = ε− 1 , (1.4)
where ε is electric permittivity. To describe the response of matter to more intense
light, one must go past the linear approximation:
P = Plinear + Pnonlinear ,
= ε0 χ
(1)E + ε0χ(2) : EE + ε0χ(3)
... EEE + ...
(1.5)
We can write a component of this dielectric polarization P as:
(Pnonlinear)i = ε0 χ
(2)
ijk EjEk + ε0 χ
(3)
ijkl EjEkEl + ... (1.6)
The nonlinear response depends on the type of matter we are exciting (the values
of the different nonlinear susceptibilities χ(i)) as well as on the light we use for
driving the process. Setting up the right conditions allows one to achieve a variety
of nonlinear phenomena like phase conjugation or Kerr lensing. In our source, we
will take advantage of spontaneous parametric downconversion (SPDC), a nonlinear
process in which a photon at a given frequency ω1 is downconverted into two photons,
each with a portion of the initial energy and frequencies ω2 and ω3. In general,
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these kinds of phenomena are described by three-wave mixing. To get the general
solution of three-wave mixing, one needs to solve the nonlinear wave equation. For
an isotropic material this is [6]:
∇2E− ε
c20
∂2E
∂t2
= µ0
∂2Pnonlinear
∂t2
. (1.7)
To solve it we use an ansatz for plane waves with a sum over different modes:
E =
1
2
∑
j
ε̂j
(
Aj(z)e
i(kjz−ωjt) + c.c.
)
, (1.8)
where ε̂j describes the polarization, Aj(z) the waves amplitude, kj is the mode’s
wave vector and ωj is its frequency. We also set ε = n2 and k2 = k20 n2. If we
assume that the amplitude Aj(z) is changing slowly with propagation through the
medium z and that the energy is conserved throughout the process, we see that we
can describe the propagation with a set of only three coupled equations [7]:
∂A3
∂z
=
( i ω3
4c0n3
)
χeffA1(z)A2(z) e
−i∆kz ,
∂A2
∂z
=
( i ω2
4c0n2
)
χeffA3(z)A
∗
1(z) e
i∆kz ,
∂A1
∂z
=
( i ω1
4c0n1
)
χeffA3(z)A
∗
2(z) e
i∆kz ,
(1.9)
where χeff = ε̂3 χ2 : ε̂1ε̂2 is the effective susceptibility and ∆k = k3 − k2 − k1
describes the phase mismatch. The energy is conserved through the process, so
ω3 = ω1 + ω2. The process is also strongly dependant on wave vectors of all three
modes. For arbitrary values, the amplitudes would change as A(z) ∝ sinc(∆kz).
However, if one is able to achieve phase matching condition ∆k = 0, this depen-
dance reduces to A(z) ∝ z, which means that the amplitude of the initial/produced
waves are decreased/increased linearly with z throughout propagation through the
crystal. This gives us better control of the conversion process, especially in crystals
with shorter lenght L. In longer crystals, where we do not have ∆kL << 1, phase
matching is much more difficult to achieve across the whole length, especially if our
beams are not collinear. This puts a limit to the maximum length of our crystals as
well as the efficiency of the conversion process we are able to achieve.
The equations above allow us to describe three-wave mixing processes in nonlin-
ear crystals. Depending on what frequencies and amplitudes of light we send in, we
are able to achieve different conversion processes. If we send in light with frequencies
ω1 and ω2, we will get out light with frequency ω3 = ω1 + ω2 (if ω1 = ω2 we will get
out frequency-doubled light ω3 = 2ω1). If we send in the light with frequencies ω1
and ω3, we will get out light with frequency ω2 = ω3 − ω1. In all of this processes
the energy is conserved. While a given process can occur for any ∆k, it will only
occur at a noteworthy efficiency if the phase matching condition ∆k = 0 is fulfilled
[8].
In our case, we are interested in the nonlinear process where we send in light with
frequency ω3 and we get out light with frequency ω1 = ω2 = ω32 . On single photon
18
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level this means that a photon with a given energy and momentum is converted into
two photons that both take a portion of initial energy and momentum. According
to the above equations, we always need to send in two waves of different frequencies
to achieve a given nonlinear process. The amplitude does not need to be high, but
it does need to be more than zero. The interesting thing about our case, where we
only send in the light at ω3, is that nothing should happen, but it still does. Two
photons are indeed generated. The process is similar to spontaneous emission in
atoms and can as such be only treated as a fully quantum process [8].
Depending on the type of nonlinear crystal used (its no and ne), we get differ-
ent types of SPDC processes. In type I SPDC, the two outgoing photons have the
same polarization that is orthogonal to the polarization of the incoming photon. In
type II SPDC, the two outgoing photons have orthogonal polarizations.
Our goal is to produce pairs of photons that are indistinguishable from each other
so they will have to be of the same frequencies ω1 = ω2 (also |k1| = |k2|) and be
collinear k1 = k2. But we also want to be able to spatially separate them. This is
why we will use type II SPDC. The orthogonal polarizations will allow us to spa-
tially separate them with a PBS. However, since we know that the PBS reflects |V 〉
and transmits |H〉 polarized light, we know the polarizations of the two outgoing
photons by just looking in which output branch the photon was detected in. How do
we now make these separable photons indistinguishable from each other? Moreover,
even if the refractive indices of the crystal are exactly correct, the produced pho-
tons’ frequencies are still only bound by the phase matching/energy conservation
condition and only their sum is well defined, which means that the SPDC process
generally has a much broader bandwidth than we require. How can we reduce that?
It is these questions that our design tries to answer.
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Chapter 2
A narrowband source of entangled
photons
As noted in the introduction, the field of photon pair sources for quantum communi-
cation applications has seen a rapid development in the recent years. However, none
of the previously built sources addresses everything we would want it to. As such,
our source design builds upon the previous ones by combining a source of SPDC
polarization entangled photon pairs, interferometric quantum eraser and cavity en-
hancement. We are confident that this work will be an important contribution to
efforts for establishing a large scale quantum network.
In the first section of this chapter, I will give an overview of the previously published
works that relate to our own design. After that I will present our novel design with
an emphasis on its core concepts. In the end, I will present the main questions
addressed by this thesis and how this will later guide us in the assembly of the
source.
2.1 Previous work
The notion of entanglement originates in a proposed paradox that Einstein, Podol-
sky & Rosen (EPR) used to question whether the theory of quantum mechanics
offered a “complete description of physical reality” [9]. Quantum mechanics tells
us that if we make a measurement on one of the entangled particles, we also learn
something about the state of the other. The EPR paradox questions the locality
of such a measurement and whether this new state reflects some real property of
the second particle. Their assumption is that a measurement should always be a
reflection of some element of reality. The paradox is that according to quantum
mechanics this should also hold true if the two particles are far apart and not lo-
cally interacting. The EPR claimed that this would be in violation of the locality
assumption. This leads to a paradox implying that quantum theory does not offer
a complete description of reality [10]. Bell succeeded in generalising this argument
and showing that quantum mechanics cannot be explained as a local-realistic theory
[11]. His reasoning was based on an inequality between the expected values for a
local and non-local description of a system of two one-half spins. Bell showed that
by performing the right set of measurements, this inequality could be contradicted,
thus showing that the quantum mechanics cannot be based on the assumption of lo-
21
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into output 3 (|H〉3) and |V 〉2 will be reflected into output 4 (|V 〉4). When we now
look at the combined beams:
|ψ〉1|ψ〉2
PBS−−→ |H〉3|V 〉4 + feiφ|V 〉3|H〉4 , (2.1)
we see that if we measure the polarization of the photon in one of the outgoing
branches 3 or 4, we cannot know in which of the interferometer branches the given
photon was produced. This makes the produced photons indistinguishable from each
other in everything but the polarization, which allowed us to spatially separate them
from each other. It is this concept of quantum eraser that we will use for our source.
A similar concept, but using just one nonlinear crystal was demonstrated by Kuk-
lewicz et al. in 2004 [13]. The problem in their case was that the produced photons
were distinguishable from each other due to slightly different arrival times on the
detectors, owing to the slightly different velocities of different polarizations in the
nonlinear crystal with two slightly different refractive indices. The erasure of tempo-
ral information was achieved by including a time compensating crystal of appropriate
refractive indices to correct for this mismatch. Again, it was necessary to make the
photons indistinguishable.
An ingenious next step was to use Kwiat et al. concept of mixing two indistin-
guishable paths the photons could take but to use only one crystal. The difference
was that the two paths the photon could take would simply consist of different travel-
ing directions through the same nonlinear crystal. This technique was implemented
in several different ways: Shi and Tomita [14] used a Sagnac interferometer while
Fiorentino et al. [15] used a slightly more complicated setup of a Mach-Zehnder-like
interferometer (both in 2004). Since Fiorentino also transitioned to a Sagnac inter-
ferometer source in 2007 [16] I will present only the reasoning behind this one.
A Sagnac interferometer consists of a beam splitter and two mirrors, which together
form a path that the incoming photon can travel in either clock- or counter-clockwise
direction. The incoming photon is either transmitted or reflected on the BS. After
passing the BS, it is guided by the two mirrors back on the other input of the BS,
where it is again either reflected or transmitted. The main advantage is that the
path the photon takes is exactly the same no matter if it was initially transmitted
or reflected. One can replace the BS with a PBS and put a nonlinear optical crystal
between the two mirrors.
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2.1. Previous work
Up to this point, I have presented various approaches for producing entangled pho-
ton pairs. The problem that all of these SPDC processes face is that the frequencies
of the two downconverted photons are not exactly defined, only their sum is. This
means that produced photon pairs have a significantly wider bandwidth than the 1
MHz we would like. In order to be compatible with atomic transitions in quantum
memory we will need to significantly narrow our bandwidth. Our approach is a
combination of Chuu and Harris’s papers from 2011 [18] and 2012 [19].
Their source in [18] uses a different phase matching condition so that the two pro-
duced SPDC photons are released in exactly the opposite directions. Due to a
stricter phase matching condition they are able to achieve 40 times narrower band-
width compared to the case where both of the produced photons exit the crystal in
the same direction. The main limitation of this approach is the requirement of sub-
micron precision for periodic poling. This is why they rather used collinear phase
matching for their source in [19]. The main concept behind both of these sources
is that they enhanced the nonlinear process at a given mode by putting the nonlin-
ear crystal inside a cavity. The two downconverted photons have slightly different
frequencies ωi and ωs2, so each individual photon has its own (slightly different)
set of resonant modes, which are equally spaced apart by ∆i and ∆j. For certain
frequencies the modes from idler and the signal overlap, causing these modes to be
doubly resonant. This means that the probability for production of SPDC photons
at this frequency will be twice as much as for the others. The next doubly resonant
mode will occur when the signal and the idler frequencies will again match. This
will happen when N∆i = (N − 1)∆s. From this, we can determine the distance
between two doubly resonant modes called cluster spacing :
∆Ωc = N∆i =
∆j
∆s −∆i
∆i . (2.2)
In order for our source to be of sufficiently narrow bandwidth, the cluster spac-
ing needs to be much larger than the bandwidth of the SPDC process. If this is
fulfilled, only one mode will be doubly-resonant and as such much more probable,
giving much larger contribution to our signal compared to other modes.
With this approach, Chuu and Harris were able to produce photon pairs with a
bandwidth of 8.3 MHz, which is on the order of magnitude we are aiming for. In
their case, the cavity consisted of reflective coatings put on both sides of the appro-
priately curved nonlinear crystal. Tsai and Chen [20] adapted this idea by using a
different kind of cavity enhancement - one side of the cavity still consisted of the
reflective coating on the crystal, while the other side was a curved mirror. Due to
this, they were able to control the length of the cavity with a piezoelectric element,
which moved the mirror in relation to the applied error signal. This allowed for a
greater control of the output frequency mode and easier cavity stabilization. In or-
der to achieve sufficient stability of our source, we will also incorporate piezoelectric
elements in our design.
Compared to the before mentioned sources, the last two were able to produce pho-
ton pairs of significantly lower bandwidth compared to previous efforts. However,
2The mismatch due to different ne and no is enough.
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this approach had one important drawback - the produced photon pairs were not
entangled. The fundamental idea behind the design for our own source was to com-
bine ideas from the approaches presented above in order to produce narrowband
entangled photon pairs.
2.2 Our design
The main aspect of our source is that it will use a cavity-enhanced SPDC process
similar to Chuu and Harris’ approach, but the produced photons will be entangled.
The phase matching condition will be set to allow the downconverted photons to be
collinear. This will be convenient for spatial separation of photons in a given pair.
It will also mean that we will not be able to use the double pass approach on one
nonlinear crystal, but will in fact need two nonlinear crystals and two cavities for
two independent paths that we will then mix via an interferometer. The inclusion
of a cavities will make it impossible to use a Sagnac interferometer setup, since
produced biphotons will always exit the cavity in only one direction, which would
prevent us from achieving entanglement.
Because of this, we will use a slightly different setup - a Michelson-like interfer-
ometer that will consist of two independent branches which will then be overlapped
at a polarizing beam splitter. In each of the branches, we will have a nonlinear crys-
tal for cavity-enhanced SPDC process. Each cavity will consist of two mirrors with
slightly different coatings. In order to maximise the photon pair production rate we
want the 655 nm light to pass the crystal as many times as possible. This is why
both mirrors will be highly reflective for this wavelength. Once the 1310 nm photon
pairs are produced, we want them to exit the cavity at the appropriate end towards
the PBS. This is why one of the mirrors will have a slightly lower reflectivity for
1310 nm light than the other. This way we will be able to achieve that photons with
pump wavelength will pass the cavity many times, thus increasing the probability
for the downconversion process to occur, and that the downconverted photons will
primarily exit the cavity though the input mirror. Similarly to Eq. 2.1, the spatial
information of the two branches will then be erased by overlapping the two modes
at a PBS.
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to keep our cavities in resonant state will allow us to maximise the photon pair pro-
duction rate. Furthermore, the interferometer itself will need to be stabilized, since
any vibrations could cause a slight phase shift between the two branches, causing
a decrease in entanglement. The interferometer will be controlled by an additional
piezoelectric element glued to one of the remaining cavity mirrors. The main goal
of this thesis is to set up a similar interferometer without the nonlinear crystals
and cavities, which will allow us to study phase shifts exerted on our set up due to
external vibrations. My primary goal is to study the vibrational spectrum of our
lab in order to learn at which frequencies we will need to operate our piezoelectric
elements to compensate these vibrations. More generally, we also want to learn
if this initial interferometer setup will be stable enough or if we will need to add
additional modifications to our design such as an aluminium casing or extra padding.
The source will operate in two separate modes. When everything is correctly aligned,
it will be able to produce entangled photon pairs. However, the cavities and the
interferometer arm lengths will drift with time. To correct this, we will need to
switch to a locking phase in which we will use the initial 1310 nm light to lock
the cavity lengths and the interferometer phase. We will then switch back to the
photon production stage, in which we will be able to operate for some time until we
will have to repeat the whole locking procedure. The more stable we can built our
source, the longer this operating time will be.
We want to produce photon pairs at 1310 nm, so that we will be able to trans-
port them over long distances using already existing fibre infrastructure without
interfering with telecommunication traffic at 1550 nm. We also want to produce as
many photon pairs as possible, which will be directly related to the amount of infor-
mation we will be able to transfer. In order to produce as many photon pairs at 1310
nm, the cavity should be locked to the appropriate length. This is the main reason
why we will use a 1310 nm laser as our initial source of light. It might be easier to
directly use a 655 nm laser, but this would mean we would need an additional 1310
nm reference anyway. The only problem we need to address is that 1310 nm light
is itself cannot be directly downconverted into 1310 nm light. As such we need to
include an additional step of first converting the 1310 nm light into 655 nm light.
We do this by using second harmonic generation (SHG). This process is, roughly
speaking, the opposite of SPDC - two photons of lower energies are combined into
one photon with a higher energy. This process will also be cavity-enhanced and the
cavity length will again be controlled using a piezoelectric element. This 655 nm
light will then be used for pumping the SPDC source as described above.
For SHG and SPDC we will use periodically poled lithium niobate (PPLN) crystals.
As discussed in the previous chapter, achieving the phase matching conditions is es-
sential if we want to reach an efficient operation level. Equations 1.9 tell us that for
perfect phase matching (∆k), the amplitudes of the waves will increase linearly with
the length of the crystal. The longer the crystal, the more desired photons we get
out. In practice, it is not possible to achieve perfect phase matching along the whole
length of the crystal. This is why we will use quasi-phase matching. Our crystals
will be prepared using a technic called periodic polling, where opposing voltages are
applied to consecutive sections of the crystal along its whole length. This causes the
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sign of the material’s χ(2) to alternate, allowing us to harness the nonlinear process
along the whole length of the crystal [8].
Since refractive indices change with temperature, so will the phase matching con-
dition itself. In order to achieve a stable SPDC production we will need to put
the crystal into a crystal oven, the temperature of which we will need to control.
The control of the crystal’s temperature will be essential for adjusting the SPDC
photons’ wavelengths in the two branches and as such essential for matching them.
2.3 Stability consideration
As discussed above, our design consists of many separate parts that will be combined
in order to produce the desired entangled photon pairs. The source we are going to
build will produce photon pairs in state:
|ψ〉1|ψ〉2 =
1√
2
(
|HV 〉+ eiϕ|V H〉
)
. (2.3)
The underlying requirement for this to work is that every individual part of the
source is itself operating as stable as possible, so that the phase ϕ does not change
significantly throughout the operation of the source. It is this basic requirement my
thesis will address by analysing the vibrational spectra of our lab environment.
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Since the paths in individual branches will not be exactly the same, the photon
will acquire a different phase depending on the specific path it takes. The power
detected at the output will be a function of this phase difference ∆φ:
I(φ) =
1
2
I0 (1 + cos(∆φ)) , (3.1)
where I0 is the input power. This will be constant and independent of the phase of
the light. When both branches are open we see an interference pattern. The above
expression is for full interference where outgoing beams are completely aligned. The
detected signal will then change in the range from 0 to I0. If the beams are not
completely aligned they will only partially interfere. A measure for the quality of
the interference is called visibility and is defined as the ratio between the amplitude
of change to the signal and the average value of the same signal [21]:
V =
(Imax − Imin
2
)
/
(Imax + Imin
2
)
,
=
Imax − Imin
Imax + Imin
.
(3.2)
In other words, we want to see over what portion of the whole signal strength our
signal will vary. In order to get as good interference as possible, we want our visi-
bility to be as close to 100% as possible.
The interferometer is susceptible to sub-wavelength changes in the branch-lengths
and can be used for measurements of sub-wavelength movements of mirror positions.
Even more, depending on the construction of the interferometer (the damping, the
materials used, the mirror masses, the lengths of the branches,...) one can even see
effects of vibrations. Since vibrations are periodic motions with well defined frequen-
cies, the phase difference ∆φ will vary with the same frequencies. For example, one
is able to see the operating frequency of electrical wiring at 50 Hz. Through this we
are able to construct the spectra of the vibrations present in our lab environment.
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waveplate (HWP1) and a polarizing beam splitter (PBS1). This acted as a power
attenuator of our signal as well as a polarization filter. After PBS1 we are certain
we only have |H〉 polarized light. This is the initial preparation of light that we
then send into the interferometer.
Our interferometer consisted of a PBS2 and two mirrors. Since we wanted to send
the light into both branches of the interferometer the initial |H〉 polarization was
rotated by 45◦ by a HWP2 at the interferometer input producing 1√2(|H〉 + |V 〉)
polarized light. The |H〉 component was transmitted and the |V 〉 component was
reflected at PBS2. The fine tuning of the HWP2 angle was done by measuring the
intensities of light in each individual interferometer branch and trying to match
them as well as possible. In each branch, light was reflected from the mirror back
to PBS2. At this point, the |H〉 polarized light would again be transmitted and |V 〉
polarized light would again be reflected at PBS2. This would mean that all of the
light would exit the interferometer along the same path it had initially come from.
Which was exactly the opposite of what we wanted. To address this, we needed to
rotate the polarization of the light in each branch by 90◦ so that the initially |H〉
polarized transmitted light would become |V 〉 polarized and be reflected at PBS2.
We also needed to perform this kind of rotation for the other branch. We achieved
this by putting λ/4 waveplates (QWP1,2) into each of the interferometer branches,
both rotated by 22.5◦ from their primary axis. When light passed these waveplates
twice, its polarization became orthogonal to its initial polarization. This way we
achieved that all of the light exited the interferometer in the desired PBS2 output
branch. The exact angles for QWP1 and QWP2 were fine tuned by maximising the
detected signal going out of the interferometer.
At this point, one could still distinguish from which branch of the interferome-
ter specific photon came based on its polarization - now |V 〉 polarized light was
initially |H〉 polarized and took the appropriate path and vice versa. In order to
see interference, the light’s spatial mode needed to be separated from the light’s
polarization mode. We did this by sending the light through a quantum eraser
consisting of a HWP3 and a PBS3. HWP3 was rotated for 22.5◦ from its primary
axis. This rotated the polarization axes for 45◦ into |H ′〉 and |V ′〉.1 The initial
1√
2
(|H〉 + |V 〉) polarization was now mirrored into 1√
2
(−|H ′〉 + |V ′〉) polarization.
Each of the polarization components now contained a portion of light from each of
the interferometer branches. After this light passed the last PBS3 one could not
determine from which branch individual photons came from initially based on its
polarization. Interference pattern could now be observed from the recording of the
signal from one of the output branches.
Signal recording was done by coupling the light from one of the PBS3 outputs into
an optical fibre, which then directed the light onto a fast photodiode. Optical fibre
also served as a reference for beam alignment.
1Polarization is actually mirrored across the HWP axis, but at this angle this is equivalent to
a 45◦ rotation.
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3.3 Beam alignment
In order to achieve proper beam alignment, the interferometer had to be set up in
an appropriate series of steps. In order to control the heigh of the beam throughout
the whole setup, a reference iris was adjusted to the heigh of the initial laser fibre
output. First, light was split at PBS2 and sent across the optical table as far as pos-
sible. There, the height and the angle of the light were set in reference to this iris.
Only then did we put the interferometer mirrors into the branches. The distance
of the individual mirror from PBS2 was 17.3 mm. This dimension is close to what
our source’s interferometer branches will be. As such this experiment will show a
reasonable estimate of the interferometer stability we are able to reach without tak-
ing any specific precautions for the stability of our setup. Of course, a much better
stability would be possible if one took the appropriate measures.
The angles of the interferometer mirrors were roughly adjusted by looking at the
back-reflected light in reference to an iris. The fine adjustment was done in refer-
ence to the output fibre coupler. The defining trait of optical fibres is that they only
allow one specific spatial mode of light to pass through them. As such, light has to
hit the fibre coupler at an appropriate position as well as at an appropriate angle.
It is essentially impossible to just blindly couple light into the fibre mode. This is
why we first attached the initial laser fibre to the outgoing fibre coupler and sent
the light back through the whole setup to its initial laser fibre coupler. By hitting
the reference iris there, we were able to achieve rough alignment of the input and
output fibre couplers. When we now connected the laser fibre to its initial coupler
and again sent the light through the whole setup, we could already see some sig-
nal passing the outgoing fibre. We aligned the interferometer by maximising this
signal by walking the light from individual interferometer arms. Over a series of
iterations we were able to achieve a significant improvement to the alignment of the
two outgoing beams. Following this procedure, we achieved a visibility of 82 % ±1%.
We have also double checked the alignment by sending the other PBS3 output sev-
eral times across the optical table and then on a second photodiode (without fibre
coupling). Even after the 6.3 m long path, the two beams still looked completely
aligned.
3.4 Data acquisition
The piezo electric elements we will use for the stabilization of the cavities and of the
interferometer are capable of changing their length with frequencies of up to 20 kHz.
This gives us a limit to which frequencies of vibrations we can compensate. This
means that we need to know if there are any vibrations present at higher frequencies,
which we would then need to address by improving the way we construct our source.
For this we had to sample our signal at a high enough rate: at least 1 MHz. As
described in the previous chapter, after the interfering output light is coupled into
an optical fibre, it is guided onto a photodiode. We used a ThorLabs PDA015C, fast
InGaAs photodiode, which was then connected to a Red Pitaya STEMlab 125-14
board for processing of the signal. The STEMlab allows for an acquisition rate of up
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to 125 MHz. For the desired frequency range of 1Hz to 1MHz, such high sampling
rates were not needed, especially since large volumes of data would make it harder to
transfer the recorded data to the computer. This is why we made our measurements
at only 1.9 MHz sampling rate. The STEMlab acquired the data at 125 MHz. That
means the time between two samples was 8 ns. At the 1.9 MHz rate the device
averaged every 64 points of the signal. The time between the two samples was then
64 · 8 ns = 512 ns). Data were recorded onto an on-chip buffer that can hold a
total of 214 = 16384 samples. Whenever this buffer was filled, it was transferred to
the computer over LAN, and the STEMlab started to overwrite the buffer with new
data. Even though the manufacturer recommends the use of the SCPI protocol for
this, this did not prove to be fast enough for this specific measurement. Since we
were interested in collecting data over time longer than 512 ns, we needed to collect
data from a number of consecutive buffers. The problem with the SCPI protocol
was that each transfer of data from the buffer to the computer took a significant
amount of time (0.3 s). This left significant gaps in the collected data, making the
measurements useless for spectral analysis. We solved this by instead the socket
python package to transfer the data via a socket connection. This allowed us to
collect continuous data at a sufficiently high sampling rate.
We calibrated the raw collected data from ThorLabs photodiode in reference to
a calibrated Newport 818-IR power sensor read out via a Newport 843-R console.
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Interferometer stabilisation
While we can use the described interferometer to very sensitively record noise spectra
of the vibrations present in our lab environment, this is not our ultimate goal.
Rather, we want to analyse the vibrations present so that we can later reduce them.
Only then will we be able to achieve the stability required for the production of
entangled photons using our source design. In this chapter, I will present how we
plan to do this. We will be able to vary the interferometer and cavity lengths via
piezoelectric elements. Their main characteristic is that they expand and contract
in a known relation to a voltage that is applied to them. The voltage will be applied
to an individual piezoelectric element using a piezodriver, a high voltage amplifier
designed for exactly this purpose. The driving frequency(-ies) will be chosen based
on the current length of the cavity and the mode mismatch this causes in the form
of an error signal we feed into the piezodriver. The error signal will be constructed
using the Pound-Drever-Hall (PDH) technique [22], which I will now describe.
4.1 Overview
The Pound-Drever-Hall locking was initially designed for the locking of the laser’s
frequency mode up to bandwidth of 100 Hz, with the goal of using this in a
gravitational-wave detector [22]. The laser’s frequency mode could be fine tuned
to match the mode of a reference cavity though a feedback loop, looking at a back
reflected beam coming out of the cavity producing an error signal. If the laser’s fre-
quency mode would not match cavity’s mode, this could be seen in the back reflected
light. While using a feedback loop to stabilize a signal in reference to an error signal
was nothing new, the main aspect of PDH was that they managed to produce an
error signal that would contain the information about the direction of the required
change. One could directly determine if the cavity length needed to be increased
or decreased based only on the error signal. This was achieved by modulating the
phase of the initial light with a periodic signal.
Although this technique has initially been used to lock a laser’s frequency mode
to a reference cavity, it can also be used to lock a cavity to a reference laser fre-
quency mode. This is what we will use for our source. Even more, we can use
the same basic technique to stabilise an interferometer. As described in Ch. 2.2,
this will be achieved through three different piezoelectric elements, each attached to
one of the mirrors of our two cavities. One mirror of each cavity will be moved to
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stabilize the cavities and an additional third mirror will be moved to stabilize the
two interferometer branches.
4.2 Cavity modes
For the given length, the cavity has a characteristic spectra of eigen modes. If
the frequency of the incoming light (partially) matches the eigenfrequency of the
cavity, the light will get (partially) transmitted through the cavity. Otherwise it
will be reflected. The exact shape of the spectra depends on the type of cavity,
reflective coatings on the mirrors and losses. For a symmetric Fabry-Perrot cavity
that consists of two parallel mirrors with the same reflectivities R =|r|2 the ratio
between the amplitudes of the incoming and the reflected light is [23]:
Erefl
Einc
= r
eiφ − 1
1− r2eiφ
, (4.1)
where φ = ω c
2L
. When the frequency of the incoming light matches the eigenfre-
quency of the cavity, it will get transmitted, otherwise it will be reflected. We can
see that by writing Eq. 4.1 as F (ω) = Erefl/Einc = a(ω) eib(ω), where a and b are
the reflected beam’s amplitude and phase, respectively [24]. Figure 4.1 shows a plot
of a(ω) around a resonance ω0.
Figure 4.1: A resonance dip of the reflected light around a resonance ω0. Cavity
resonances are separated by a constant difference of ∆ω = c
L
π.
The resonance dips can be used as a reference for locking our laser. However, a(ω)
is symmetric around the resonance at ωi and as such cannot directly be used for
locking. Even if we measure a drop in our back reflected signal, we do not know if
we now have to shorten or extend the cavity. This is why we rather look at b(ω),
shown in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2: A derivative of the resonance dip around a resonance ω0.
In contrast to a(ω), b(ω) is antisymmetric around the resonance. The main idea
of PDH technique is to produce an error signal that is proportional to this phase
relation b(ω) [24].
4.3 Producing an error signal
This is achieved by first sending the input light through an electrooptic modulator
(EOM) that introduces a periodic change of phase with a driving frequency Ω and
the amplitude β. This way, we do not only have light around one frequency, but
many additional side bands with frequencies of ω ± nΩ. For a small β, one can
neglect higher order sidebands [23]:
Einc
EOM→ E0ei(ωt+βsin(Ωt)) ,
≈ E0[J0(β)eiωt + J1(β)Ei(ω+Ω)t − J1(β)ei(ω−Ω)t] ,
(4.2)
where Ji are the Bessel functions determining the ratio of amplitudes between the
main peak and its two side channels. The peaks are separated by the frequency Ω.
This means that near resonance ω0 the sidebands will be completely reflected and
thus not effect our locking procedure. When light consisting of these three peaks
enters the cavity it will be reflected following Eq. 4.1:
Erefl(ω) = F (ω) Einc(ω) , (4.3)
where each of the three peaks in Eq. 4.2 changes by Eq. 4.1 in the same way. The
back-reflected light is then directed on a photodiode. Here, the power of the signal
is detected [23]:
Prefl =| Erefl(ω) |2 ,
=| F (ω) Einc(ω) |2 .
(4.4)
Eq. 4.4 consists of many terms oscillating at different frequencies. We are interested
only in the one that is proportional to the initial driving signal βsin(Ωt), so we isolate
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the signal at this frequency by multiplying/mixing the signal from the photodiode
(Eq. 4.4) with the driving signal of our EOM. After passing this mixed signal
through a low-pass filter we get the PHD error signal [23]:
ε = 2
√
PωPω±Ω Im[F (ω)∗(ω + Ω)− F ∗(ω)F (ω − Ω)] . (4.5)
We have to chose Ω so that the spacing between the main peak and the side channels
is large enough. This will mean that both side channels will always be completely
reflected and only represent a constant offset of the detected signal, which only
leaves us with the term F(ω). Since the cavity length L is what we want to control,
we can rewrite F (φ) (Eq. 4.1) as a function of L. Because we will be locking the
cavity length to a stable reference beam frequency mode, we want to define our error
signal as a function of an offset from resonance in terms of length. To do this, we
rewrite phase φ as a function of this offset δL [23]:
φ ≈ 2πN + 4πδL
λ
, (4.6)
where 2πN represents exact resonances. This gives us:
F (δL) ≈ 4πi r
1− r2
δL
λ
. (4.7)
If we put this into Eq. 4.5, we get [23]:
ε = −16π
√
PωPω±Ω
r
1− r2
δL
λ
. (4.8)
That means:
ε ∝ −δL . (4.9)
Since δL can be either negative or positive, we can determine the direction of the
required change from this error signal ε.
4.4 Locking
We can now use this error signal for the locking of our cavities and our interferom-
eter. The signal determines the voltage produced in the piezodrivers, which then
dictates the expansion/contraction of the piezoelectric elements. The direction of
the change is determined by the sign of the error signal. The piezo will always move
in the direction that will decrease the mismatch. The amplitude of change is deter-
mined by the amplitude of the error signal. The closer we are to the resonance, the
more of the incoming light will be transmitted through the cavity. Once we are able
to lock our cavity to the resonance dip, all of the light at ω0 will get transmitted
and no piezo movement will be required. In practice, this will be only a temporary
state, since the vibrations present in the environment will again offset our resonance
lock. Thus our source will have to operate in two different modes. One portion of
the operating time will have to be dedicated to locking of individual components
of our source, which will then allow us to use the remaining time for production of
entangled photon pairs. The source will be constantly switching between these two
operating modes [20]. The ratio between the operating times will be determined by
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the quality of the assembly and will be one of the ways of quantifying the quality of
our source.
The maximum expansion length and the frequency of the piezoelectric element are
limited by the properties of the material used. In order to choose the appropri-
ate piezoelectric elements for our source, one first needs to know the amount of
vibrations present. This will be presented in the last chapter of this thesis.
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Data acquisition and analysis
In this last chapter I present the measurements I performed using the adapted
Michelson interferometer described previously in Ch. 3.2.
5.1 Visibility
Throughout the construction of the interferometer, our main goal was to achieve a
good mode-overlap of the two beams coming out of the interferometer, thus achiev-
ing the required conditions for interference. Initially, this was done by trying to
point both of the beams at the same spot. After that, we fine-tuned the alignment
by trying to couple both of the beams into a single-mode optical fibre. After this
initial alignment, the best evaluation of the quality of the alignment was achieved
through measuring the visibility of the interference fringes present, as described in
Ch. 3.1. The higher the visibility, the better the two beams are aligned.
Interference fringes result from the varying phase difference between the two in-
terferometer branches. For example, this can be caused by vibrations. A standard
alignment procedure is to look at these interference fringes and then try to align
the beams in a way that produces the maximum visibility. In our case, this was
not possible, because there were only small variations in the output power of the
interferometer and no high-visibility interference fringes. This could be due to the
lack of vibrations, or due the fact that both branches are displaced by the same
amount. For that reason we had to find another way to see a clear interference pat-
tern. Although this extended the alignment procedure, it indicates that the present
vibrations do not significantly degrade the stability of our interferometer.
We determined the visibility of the interferometer with the help of HWP3 (see Fig-
ure 3.2). If one writes down a full set of equations describing the propagation of
light through the interferometer, one can see that the power of of light after HWP3
is a function of the phase difference between the interferometer branches ∆φ, as
well as of the rotation angle α of the HWP3 primary axis. Even more, one can see
that the contributions to the detected signal of a change in ∆φ or a change in α are
equivalent:
I(φ) =
1
2
I0 (1 + cos(∆φ+ α)) . (5.1)
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Using this relation, we could determine the quality of the alignment by looking at
the interference fringes caused by a rotation of HWP3. This was equivalent to look-
ing at the interference fringes caused by path-length changes. Figure 5.1 illustrates
the difference between my measurements and what the measurements would have
looked like if we had performed them in a noisier environment at the same level of
alignment.
Figure 5.1: An example of a measurement with which I determined the quality of the
interferometer alignment. The black line represents a measurement with constant
α, while the red line represents a measurement during which I rotated HWP3. The
interference fringes allowed me to evaluate the available range of values for the
interfering signal. Since the undisturbed signal only spans a portion of this range,
our setup is relatively stable.
The visibility of the red line in Figure 5.1 is 42 % ± 1%. Through an iterative align-
ment procedure we were able to improve this up to 82 % ± 1%. Figure 5.1 shows
a typical dataset acquired during the alignment procedure. Further improvements
were in practice not possible. We assume that this was due to wavefront distortions
caused by the optical elements used. After achieving maximum visibility, we per-
formed the rest of our measurements over the period of five hours. After performing
all of the measurements, we repeated the visibility measurement to check if there
was any deterioration in alignment, which would have effected our measurements.
The visibility did not change. Even if it did, it would only affect the signal-to-noise
ratio of the results, but not the positions of the peaks in the spectra.
5.2 Different types of disturbances
Even a lab environment is affected by different types of disturbances - from ones we
can control (like air conditioning) to ones we cannot control (like outside traffic). I
will mainly focus on the role of the air conditioning (AC) and of the optical table
(OT) on which the interferometer is set up. I dedicate this section to an overview
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of the role they play by looking directly at the detected signal under different ex-
perimental conditions.
Due to the very strong dependance of the phase-matching-conditions of the non-
linear optical processes to be used in our later experiments on temperature, air
conditioning and crystal ovens will be an absolute necessity to achieve stable tem-
perature. However, air conditioning moves air around the room, the movement of
which will exert some force on our optical elements. It could also cause dust particles
to move through the beam. Our setup could also be affected by the vibrations of
the AC’s motor and rotors. Figure 5.2 shows how the detected signal changes with
time when the AC is turned on and the optical table is lifted.
Figure 5.2: The effect of the air conditioning on the stability of the interferometer.
Change in the optical path difference between the two interferometer branches is
also shown. The exact relation can be calculated from Eq. 3.1, where we have to
take into account that ∆ϕ = k∆l.
Figure 5.2 shows that air currents change the optical path in the interferometer up
to 0.25 µm over a period of 12 seconds. Since our piezoelectric elements will be
able to expand and contract over the length of at least 1 µm, this should not pose a
significant problem, especially if the photon production mode will be occurring on
much shorter time scales. The stabilization process will be able to keep the interfer-
ometer in resonant position. I show Figure 5.2 mainly as an illustration of how the
environment can change the relative path difference between the two interferometer
branches. As I noted in the caption, its exact relationship to the detected signal can
be determined. However, since this is a relative change, one would have to adapt the
plot to the average value of the signal for each measurement individually. Because
this would make the presentation of measurements too messy, I will focus just on
directly detected signals for the remainder of this chapter.
The other important factor I looked into was the role of the optical table itself.
The table provides a heavy surface suspended on air dampeners, that allow for
dampening of low frequency vibrations, present in the surrounding. Higher frequen-
cies are also damped by the table’s complicated internal structure. I have compared
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the collected data for different combinations of OT and AC modes of operation,
which I present in Figure 5.3.
Figure 5.3: Collected signals for different setups of the optical table (OT) and air
conditioning (AC). There is also a reference measurement where one of the branches
was blocked. This gives us a mean value (1
2
I0 in Eq. 3.1) around which the inter-
ference pattern is formed when both branches are open.
The only obvious difference one can see in Figure 5.3 is that the air conditioning
indeed effects the stability of our setup significantly compared to the cases where
the air conditioning is turned off. Comparing the effects of the optical table is a bit
more challenging. The signal seems to vary more when the table is lifted. However,
I believe this only indicates that I’ve chosen too short of a waiting window for the
setup to stabilize after lifting the optical table from its initial state. A much more
significant effect should be seen in the power density spectra of the given measure-
ments.
For the last part of this chapter, I looked at the effect of the room lights on the
signal. Both measurements were performed with the optical table lifted and with
the air conditioning turned on. In contrast to the previous figures, I also changed
the settings of the air conditioning to produce a more stable flow of air, as can be
seen in the smaller variation of the signals in Figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.4: The figure indicates that the effect of the AC can be significantly re-
duced by changing the operating mode. The effect of the room lights being turned
ON/OFF is also presented.
The room lights seem to increase the variation of our signal. Since we will be
using single photon detectors in our source, the whole setup will have to operate in
the dark anyway, but this gives an indication, that this could also improve our sta-
bility. An important thing to note in Figure 5.4 is that the presented measurements
have been collected at different times. I decided to present the data in this way to
emphasis the fact that the power in the interferometer output will change over time
due to the interference. This is also the reason why I included the case with only
one branch open as a reference.
The main purpose of this section was to give an overview of the effects that the
most obvious changes in the environment will have on our system. It is useful to
learn that reducing air flows through the AC can have a significant effect on the sta-
bility of our setup. However, the air conditioning and the optical tables are not the
things we can actively control, neither are the effects seen on the already presented
figures the only things disturbing our stability. As an illustration, I plotted the data
from Figure 5.3 again, just that this time I looked at the offsets from mean values
for each signal. I also looked at a much shorter time interval in order to see if there
were any higher frequency oscillations present. This is presented in Figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.5: Offsets from the average values for collected signals previously presented
in Figure 5.3. The figure shows only a portion of the whole time interval, in order
to emphasise the effect of higher-frequency vibrations on our signal.
Figure 5.5 serves as a good summary of this whole thesis. The conditions of our
laboratory environment will determine the stability of our source. In the case of the
adapted Michelson interferometer, this is directly seen in the power density spectra
of the collected data, with which one can determine the frequencies of the vibrations
present.
The goal for the remainder of this chapter is to look at these spectra and evaluate
the conditions in which our source will operate and the stabilization requirements
we will need to achieve.
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5.3 Note on data acquisition and electric noise
The data acquisition was performed using a ThorLabs PDA015C fast photodiode
connected to a Red Pitaya STEMlab 125-14 board for processing. From that, I
calculated the power spectrum densities of the acquired signals [25]. All data are
presented on a dBm scale, with 1 mW power set as a reference.1 Figure 5.6 illus-
trates a typical spectrum of the interfering signal (blue line). By just looking at
the plotted spectrum one would assume there are many more modes of vibrations
present in our environment than expected. However, it turns out that the high oc-
currence of peaks is in fact not a consequence of vibrations, but a characteristic of
the measuring equipment itself. This is why a reference spectrum is also plotted in
orange. It shows the spectrum of a signal from the photodiode without any laser
light falling on it. There could be no interference in that case.
Figure 5.6: A comparison of the spectra. The blue line shows a spectrum of the direct
measurement of the interferometer signal that should contain information concerning
external vibrations. The orange line shows a reference spectrum determined from
the measured signal from a photodiode without any light falling on it. It illustrates
the presence of the electric noise in all of our measurements. The y-axis is plotted
on a dBm with a reference power of 1 mW.
By comparing the two plotted spectra in Figure 5.6 we can already see the large
effect the photodiode and the Red Pitaya have on the acquired signal. Most of the
apparent peaks are shared between the two spectra, even though there is no laser
light present in the interferometer in one case. As these peaks cannot be a con-
sequence of external vibrations but are inherent to the measurement procedure, I
suspect they are mainly a consequence of electric noise at 50 Hz and its higher or-
ders. The spectrum of a signal recorded on a Red Pitaya not connected to anything
1This normalisation allows us to evaluate beam’s detected power by looking at the zero-
frequency term in the spectrum. Because our measurements were performed at different times
at different detected beam powers, the zero-frequency offsets will change from measurement to
measurement.
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can be seen in Appendix A. It servers as a good indication that the source of this
electric noise is the Red Pitaya and not the photodiode itself. The effect of electric
noise could not be seen in the direct plots of the detected signals in Ch. 5.2 due the
effects occurring at too high frequencies. An important thing to note is that while
this is a nuisance, it does not prevent me from exploring the vibrational spectra of
the lab environment. It just means I have to always evaluate the spectra in reference
to the non-interfering signal coming from only one branch. Figure 5.7 illustrates the
difference by looking at spectra on only a portion of the frequency range.
Figure 5.7: A narrower frequency range of data already presented in Figure 5.6. An
apparent peak in the vibration noise can be seen at 250 Hz.
Most of the frequency peaks are shared between the two spectra and can as such
be attributed to the electronics used in the data acquisition. The spectrum of the
interfering signal shows on additional peak around 250 Hz that does not have a
counterpart in the reference spectrum. I attribute this peak to external vibrations
at a frequency of 250 Hz. This is an example of how I will evaluate the spectra of the
measured signals. To keep the presentation organised I will compare the different
setups in three separate frequency windows.
It is worth noting that while this spectral analysis can be performed even when
there is electric noise present, the interferometer stabilization itself cannot be. The
main problem is that during the stabilization process the raw signal acquired on the
photodiode itself is used for stabilization, as described in Ch. 4. The piezodrivers
we will use are capable of processing signals only up to about 20 kHz. Anything
above that could cause permanent damage to our equipment due to high currents
from the piezodriver. We are considering several possibilities to deal with this issue,
like the use of passive electronics filters for the detected signals. We also plan to use
battery-powered photodiodes.
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5.4 Spectral analysis
I dedicate the last section of this thesis to the spectral analysis. The data acquired
will serve as a guidance for the construction of the full source. Due to different ways
the different frequency ranges are related to the stability of the interferometer, I
present the spectra in three separate sections.
5.4.1 Low frequencies (0.1 Hz - 100 Hz)
Each measurement was performed over a period of 10 seconds. This puts the lower
limit on the frequencies we are able to see to 1/10 s = 0.1 Hz. The spectra for
different configurations are shown in Figure 5.8.
Figure 5.8: Low-frequency spectra for different configurations of the optical table
(OT) and air conditioning (AC). Damping of the lower frequencies by the optical
table is especially apparent.
From Figure 5.8 we can see the two spectra with a lowered optical table have much
more pronounced peaks for frequencies between 10 and 100 Hz (magenta and blue
lines). This emphasises the importance of optical tables to reducing low frequency
vibrations. The effect of air conditioning in this frequency range is not significant
as can be seen in the two spectra with the lifted optical table. There are some
variation for spectra with the lifted optical table and working air conditioning (red)
around 1 Hz, which are probably related to long term drifts caused by air currents
present in the lab due to the AC. In the case where there are no air currents present
(green), the long term drifts are negligible. Spectra in this frequency range could
be improved by performing measurements for a longer period of time, but since our
source will use active stabilization at a much higher rate, this will not affect the
performance of our source.
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5.4.2 Medium frequencies (100 Hz - 10 kHz)
The region between 100 Hz and 1 kHz turns out to be the most interesting one. In
these frequency range, several noise peaks can be seen at 254 Hz, 467 Hz, 692 Hz
and 750 Hz.
Figure 5.9: Medium-frequency spectra for different configurations of air conditioning
(AC). There are some noise peaks present that cannot be attributed to the electric
noise. Spectra for the lowered optical table (OT) were omitted for clarity. They are
still included in the individual peak plots in Appendix B.
More detailed figures for individual interference peaks in Figure 5.9 are presented
in Appendix B. One can identify their origin by comparing different OT and AC
settings. The peaks are significantly more pronounced when the air conditioning
is turned on. The optical table does not seem to have an effect on these peaks.
This leads me to think that these peaks are related to vibrations caused by the air
conditioning rotors. While vibrations of these frequencies can be compensated with
piezoelectric elements, we will still try to fine tune the AC’s mode of operation to
minimise this effect. In Figure 5.10 I show the spectra for the frequency range from
1kHz to 10 kHz. Compared to the previous figure, there does not seem to be any
obvious interference peak present in this region.
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Figure 5.10: The figure does not show any obvious noise peaks in this frequency
region.
5.4.3 High frequencies (10 kHz - 1 MHz)
As seen in Figure 5.11, the high frequency spectra consists of electric noise. The lack
of obvious interference peaks is very welcome. The piezoelectric elements we will use
for the stabilization of our source can only compensate vibrations up to around 20
kHz. If there were any prominent vibration-peaks present in this frequency range, we
would need to check whether they would affect the stability of our source. Because
all peaks in Figure 5.11 are related to the electric noise peaks, we believe this will
not be necessary.
Figure 5.11: High-frequency spectra for different configurations of the optical table
(OT) and air conditioning (AC). There is only electric noise present in this frequency
region.
As stated in the previous section, these high frequency peaks are caused by the
electric supply operating at 50 Hz. Even though this does not directly affect the
stability of our setup, it could potentially affect the signal that we will feed onto the
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piezoelectric elements. If we applied voltage of a too high frequency, we would risk
permanently damaging our equipment. As previously mentioned, we are considering
alternatives to the way we process the acquired signals to deal with this issue.
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Conclusion
The narrowband source of entangled photons we are planing to build will require ac-
tive stabilization to achieve the required indistinguishability between the produced
photon pairs. This thesis represents a first step towards achieving that. A detailed
description of our source is presented in Chapter 2, as well as on overview of the
related works that inspired it. One of the core parts of the source will be an inter-
ferometer. In Chapter 3, I have presented an adapted Michelson interferometer that
is very similar to the one we will use for the source. This allowed us to study the
vibrational noise present in our lab. The measured spectra presented in Chapter 5
show that even the most dominant vibrational noise present can be compensated
by piezoelectric elements. Knowing this is essential for optimising the stabilization
mechanisms we plan to use.
The stabilization of the interferometer and the cavities will be done using the Pound-
Drever-Hall technique, as presented in Chapter 4. Initially, we planed to use the Red
Pitaya STEMlab 125-14 board for the locking, but the high abundance of electrical
noise peaks in the measured spectra has enticed us to start considering other op-
tions. However, this is only a small setback. The measured spectra reassure us that
our present lab environment and the optical elements we are planing to use are all
sufficiently stable, which already allows us to achieve reasonably good visibility on
the timescale of one afternoon. We hope to further improve this via the PDH lock-
ing. This means we will have to repeat this type of noise-spectrum measurements
once we have everything setup to optimise the long term stability of interference
and robustness against noise. One of the main successes of the work presented in
this thesis is that we now have the necessary expertise for that. We hope that once
completed, our narrowband source of entangled photon pairs will be an important
contribution in the rapidly evolving field of quantum communication applications.
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Appendix A
Noise spectrum of the RP STEMlab
125-14 board
The signal from an analog input was recorded over a period of 15 s. Figure A.1 shows
two spectra for the cases where there was a cable connected to an input socket and
where there was not.
Figure A.1:
The spectra shown in Figure A.1 imply that the high aboundance of peaks in the
spectra of acquired data is due to the RP board and not due to the photodiode
itself. We will have to further explore if this will have an effect on our plans for
locking implementation.
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Individual interference peaks
Here I present individual noise peaks discussed in Section 5.4.
Figure B.1: Noise peak at 254 Hz.
Figure B.2: Noise peak at 467 Hz.
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Figure B.3: Noise peaks at 690 Hz and 750 Hz.
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Razširjeni povzetek v slovenskem
jeziku
V magisteriju predstavljam trenutno stanje našega projekta izgradnje ozkopasov-
nega vira prepletenih fotonov, ki nam bo omogočil distribucijo prepletenosti preko
večjih razdalj. Delujoči vir prepletenih fotonov obeta številne praktične aplikacije
na področjih kvantne komunikacije, kvantne kriptografije in kvantnega računstva.
Prepleteni pari fotonov so idealni kandidati za distribucijo prepletenosti na večjih
razdaljah, saj lahko tako uporabimo že obstoječo telekomunikacijsko omrežje optič-
nih vlaken. Da bi se izognili interferenci z običajnim telekomunikacijskim prometom
pri valovni dolžini 1550 nm, bo naš vir raje proizvajal fotone z valovno dolžino 1310
nm. A tudi v tem primeru bo naš domet omejen na nekaj sto kilometrov na ra-
čun atenuacije signala v optičnih vlaknih (cc. 0.2 dB/km). Ena izmed predlaganih
rešitev za premostitev tega problema je, da v naše omrežje vključimo kvantne re-
petitorje, ki naj bi nam omogočili distribucijo prepletenosti preko daljših razdalj
brez potrebe po ponovnem ojačanju signala, ki bi nam sicer uničil prepletenost [5].
Glavni del kvantnih repetitorjev bo kvantni spomin. Vpadni foton bo povzročil
atomski prehod v vzbujeno stanje, ki ga bo lahko nato bo primernem času ponovno
zapustil. S primerno implementacijo bi nam to moralo omogočiti ohranjanje za-
četnega prepletenega stanja. Za povzročitev atomskega prehoda mora imeti foton
primerno ozko spektralno širino. Naš cilj je doseči spektralno širino reda velikosti
1MHz.
V literaturi lahko najdemo kar nekaj različnih pristopov k proizvodnji parov fo-
tonov. Večina jih je osnovanih na nelinearnem optičnem procesu spotanega parame-
tričnega zmanjševanja frekvence (angleško spontaneous parametric downconversion
(SPDC)). Prepletenost fotonov pogosto dosežejo s tem, da postavijo nelinearen kri-
stal v interferometer, ozko spektralno širino pa tako, da postavijo nelinearen kristal
v resonator. Vendar pa noben od teh virov ni primeren za uporabo pri distribuciji
prepletenosti, kot smo si jo zamislili. Problem je v tem, da noben od že obstoječih
virov ne proizvede parov fotonov, ki so prepleteni in imajo hkrati ozko spektralno
širino. Naš vir bo proizvedel fotone, ki bodo zadostovali obema potrebnima krite-
rijema. Ozkopasovni fotoni bodo proizvedeni preko resonatorsko ojačanega procesa
SPDC v dveh ločenih nelinearnih kristalih, ki bosta postavljena v dve veji Michelso-
novega interferometra. Prepletenost bomo nato dosegli s tem, da bomo posamezna
nelinearna proizvodna procesa naredili med seboj neločljiva. Proizvedeni pari foto-
nov bodo tako primerni za načrtovane aplikacije.
Trenutno smo v procesu izdelave tega vira. Delo poteka v novoustanovljenem Labo-
ratoriju za kvantno optiko na Fakulteti za matematiko in fiziko Univerze v Ljubljani.
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V magisteriju sem najprej predstavil zasnovo našega vira in se nato osredotočil na
enega od njegovih aspektov, interferometrično stabilizacijo, ki bo ključna pri zago-
tavljanju visoko kvalitetnih parov prepletenih fotonov. V tem zadnjem delu magi-
sterija na kratko povzemam vsebino celotnega dela v slovenščini.
Prepletenost Prepletenost je kvantnomehanski koncept, pri katerem so stanja
dveh ali več delcev direktno povezana. Meritev na enem izmed njih bo spremenila
tudi stanja preostalih. V preteklosti se je o prepletenosti govorilo predvsem kot o
zanimivi posledici postulatov kvantne mehanike, danes pa igra ključno vlogo v prak-
tičnih implementacijah kvantnega računalništva in kvantne komunikacije. Osnovna
enota kvantne informacije je kubit. Načeloma bi lahko za kubit uporabili katerikoli
dvonivojski kvantni sistem, a so fotoni še posebej primerni za uporabo v kvantni
komunikaciji, saj se lahko premikajo skozi prostor.
Pri najpreprostejših primerih eksperimentov s področja kvantne komunikacije naj-
prej prepletemo par fotonov, nato pa vsakega od njih pošljemo v svojo smer. Na
nekih oddaljenih točkah nato na njih izvedemo meritev. Že tu se pojavi potreba
po prostorski ločitvi fotonov, zato bomo v našem viru uporabili tip SPDC procesa,
ki nam bo proizvedel pare fotonov s pravokotnimi polarizacijami. Ko bomo nato
tak par fotonov poslali na polarizacijsko prizmo (angleško polarizing beam splitter
(PBS)), se bo navpična komponenta polarizacije |V 〉 odbila, vodoravna |H〉 pa bo
prepuščena. Glavni izziv izdelave našega vira bo doseči, da bodo fotoni v posame-
znem paru med seboj prostorsko ločeni, a obenem še vedno med seboj neločjivi. To
bomo dosegli s tem, da bomo pare fotonov proizvedli v dveh nelinearnih kristalih,
postavljenih v Michelsonov interferometer. Pare fotonov, proizvedene v posameznih
nelinearnih kristalih, bomo nato naredili neločljive s križanjem proizvedenih žarkov
na PBS. Iz meritve polarizacije posameznega izhodnega fotona ne bo možno dolo-
čiti, v kateri veji interferometra je bil proizveden. Tako bomo dosegli prostorsko
ločenost in obenem neločljivost med fotonoma v danem paru. Stabilnost samega
interferometra bo ključna za uspešno delovanje.
Spontano parametrično zmanjševanje frekvence Spontano parametrično
zmanjševanje frekvence (SPDC) je nelinearen optični proces, v katerem foton s fre-
kvenco ω3 razpade na dva fotona, ki vsak prevzameta delež energije in momenta.
Za razliko od podobnih nelinearnih procesov, ki jih lahko opišemo s formalizmom
mešanja treh valovanj (enačbe 1.9), lahko SPDC obravnavamo zgolj kot povsem
kvanten proces. Ker želimo proizvesti med seboj neločljive fotone, ki pa jih lahko še
vedno prostorsko ločimo, bomo uporabili nelinearne kristale, ki nam bodo iz fotona
z ω3 proizvedli dva fotona pravokotnih polarizacij z ω1 = ω2 = ω32 . Za učinkovit
nelinearni proces bomo morali upoštevati še pogoj (kvazi-)ujemanja faz.
Ozkopasovni vir prepletenih fotonov Naš vir ozkopasovnih parov prepletenih
fotonov poskuša odgovoriti na zgoraj zastavljena vprašanja. V angleškem delu be-
sedila sem tekom 2. poglavja podrobneje predstavil pretekle pristope k proizvodnji
(prepletenih) parov fotonov. Naj tukaj povzamem zgolj ključne koncepte. Če želimo
preplesti fotone, moramo tekom njihove proizvodnje doseči, da so posamezni fotoni
med seboj neločljivi. Za to lahko uporabimo razne tipe interferometrov, sestavlje-
nih iz dveh ekvivalentnih poti. V poglavju 2.1 sem predstavil uporabo dveh takih
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povzročijo neznaten premik posameznega optičnega elementa v interferometru, kar
bi nam lahko pokvarilo pogoj nedoločljivosti izvorne veje za posamezen izmerjen
foton. Tako bomo morali tekom celotnega delovanja vira aktivno stabilizirati inter-
ferometer in resonatorje. Stabilizacijo bomo izvedli s piezoelektričnimi elementi. To
so materiali, ki se pod vplivom napetosti skrčijo ali razširijo sledeč točno določeni
zvezi. Z njimi bomo lahko nadzorovali dolžino interferometra in resonatorjev in s
tem njihovih resonančnih frekvenc. Glavni cilj mojega magisterija je bil analizirati
vibracijske spektre ob različnih pogojih in ugotoviti, pri katerih frekvencah bomo
morali uporabizi piezoelektrične elemente. Obenem nas je zanimalo, ali bo začetna
postavitev interferometera že dovolj stabilna ali bomo morali samemu viru dodati
še kak dodaten element.
Michelsonov interferometer Michelsonov interferometer je sestavljen iz dveh
ogledal in prizme, ki polovico svetlobe odbije, polovico pa prepusti (glej sliko 3.1).
Svetloba v posamezni veji je nato ob ogledalu odbita nazaj v prizmo, kjer je po-
novno odbita ali prepuščena. Ob primerni poravnavi izhodna žarka interferirata.
Interferometer je zelo občutljiv na relativne spremembe dolžin njegovih vej, tako da
ga lahko uporabimo za zelo natančne meritve malih premikov. Ob enem ga lahko
uporabimo za analizo prisotnih vibracij. Zaznana moč izhodnega žarka je:
I(φ) =
1
2
I0 (1 + cos(∆φ)) , (6.1)
kjer je I0 začetna moč svetlobe. Zgornji izraz nam opisuje interferenčni vzorec, ki
ga vidimo, ko sta obe veji interferometera odprti. Opisuje situacijo, ko sta izhodna
žarka obeh vej povsem poravnana in interferirata po svoji celotni valovni fronti.
V primeru le delne poravnave bo tudi interferenca le delna. Mera za kvaliteto
interference je vidljivost. Definiramo jo kot razmerje med amplitudo sprememb
signala in povprečno vrednostjo istega signala [21]:
V =
(Imax − Imin
2
)
/
(Imax + Imin
2
)
,
=
Imax − Imin
Imax + Imin
.
(6.2)
Da dosežemo čim boljšo interferenco moramo doseči vidljivost, ki je čim bližja 100%.
Prirejen Michelsonov interferometer Za meritve spektrov vibracij smo posta-
vili Michelsonov interferometer, podoben zgoraj opisanemu. Od njega se je razliko-
val predvsem po tem, da je namesto običajne prizme uporabil polarizacijsko. Zaradi
enake postavitve in podobnih dimenzij tega interferometra s tistim, ki ga bomo
uporabili v našem viru, lahko pridobljene spektre direktno uporabimo za oceno sta-
bilnosti samega vira. Zaradi PBS bo v vsaki veji interferometra polarizacija svetlobe
točno določena, vsa svetloba pa bo zato interferometer zapustila v isti veji, kot je
vanj vstopila. Za izvedbo interferenčne meritve želimo, da bi vsa svetloba zapustila
interferometer v drugi izhodni veji. To dosežemo z dvema valovnima ploščicama λ/4,
zarotiranima za 22.5◦ od svojih glavnih osi. Izhodna svetloba je tako sestavljena iz
dveh polarizacij. Na tej točki še ni možno videti interference, saj z meritvijo pola-
rizacije posameznega fotona točno vemo, iz katere veje je foton prišel. Za meritev
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nam je omočila videti interferenco z vidljivostjo 82%±1%.
Beleženje meritev Preko optičnega vlakna smo izhodno svetlobo vodili na fotodi-
odo ThorLabs PDA015C, katere signal smo predhodno umerili na referečni fotodiodi
Newport 818-IR. Meritve s fotodiode smo beležili s ploščo Red Pitaya STEMlab125-
14 (RP), ki nam je omogočila vzorčenje signala s frekvenco 1.9 MHz. Sama plošča
je vzorčila podatke s frekvenco 125 MHz. Časovni razmik med dvema vzorcema je
bil tako 8 ns. V našem primeru je RP povprečila vsakih 64 meritev, torej je bil
časovni razmik med dvema podatkoma 64 · 8 ns = 512 ns. Vzorci so se beležili na
medpomnilnik, ki je lahko naenkrat zabeležil 214 = 16384 vzorcev. Vsakič, ko se je
napolnil, je RP preko LAN povezave prenesla meritve na računalnik, medpolnilnik
pa je začel na novo prepisovati zastarele vnose. Navkljub priporočilu proizvajalca,
smo zaradi zamika med zaporednimi prenosi medpomnilnika preko SCPI protokolu,
podatke z RP raje prenesli z uporabo socket protokola.
Stabilizacija interferometra Končni cilj eksperimenta ni zgolj dobiti meritve
spektrov vibracij, pač pa se jih nato tudi znebiti. Dolžine interferometra in resona-
torjev bomo nadzorovali s piezoelektričnimi elementi, ki se razširijo ali skrčijo glede
na priključeno napetost. Vibracije bodo slej ko prej spremenile dolžino interfero-
metra oz. resonatorja. Da bomo lahko interferometer oz. resonator vrnili nazaj v
optimalno lego moramo vedeti za koliko moramo spremeniti njegovo dolžino in tudi v
katero smer moramo izvesti to spremembo. Določitev smeri spremembe je glavni iz-
ziv pri stabilizaciji interferometra. To bomo storili preko tehnike Pound-Drever-Hall
[22]. Postavitev in dimenzije resonatorja določajo njegovo resonančno frekvenco. Za
svetlobo s frekvenco blizu resonančne bo resonator prepusten, sicer pa se bo svetloba
od njega odbila. Oblika amplitude odbitega polja je prikazana na sliki 4.1. Z meri-
tvijo tega odbitega signala lahko že določimo, kolikšno je odstopanje od resonančne
frekvence, vendar pa ne moremo določiti, ali je vpadna frekvenca prenizka ali previ-
soka. Z drugimi besedami, želimo poznati odvod danega signala, kot je prikazano na
sliki 4.2. To dosežemo z elektrooptičnim modulatorjem (EOM), ki vpadni svetlobi
modulira fazo s signalom β sin (Ωt). V 4.3 poglavju podrobneje opišem, kako nam
to omogoči, da iz signala odbite svetlobe, pomnoženega z signalom, ki vodi EOM,
dobimo signal, katerega predznak se spreminja glede na smer potrebne spremembe
frekvence. Ta signal nato uporabimo na negativni povratni zanki za stabilizacijo ali
frekvence laserja glede na referenčen resonator ali za stabilizacijo dolžine resonatorja
glede na referenčno frekvenco laserja.
Stabilnost interferometra V preostanku tega povzetka se bom osredotočil na
glavne rezultate meritev, ki smo jih izvedli s prirejenim Michelsonovim interfero-
metrom. Že takoj pri začetni oceni kvalitete poravnave smo ugotovili, da je naša
postavitev precej stabilna, saj so bile sprembe v izmerjenem signal veliko manjše od
pričakovanih. To nam je onemočilo enostavno oceno vidljivosti, zato smo morali me-
ritev prilagoditi. Namesto direktne ocene vidljivosti iz interferenčnega vzorca, ki bi
ga povzročile vibracije, smo morali valovno ploščico HWP3 ročno vrteti. Sprememba
faze takega vrtenja je bila ekvivalentna spremembam fazne razlike med vejama in-
terferometra zaradi vibracij:
I(φ) =
1
2
I0 (1 + cos(∆φ+ α)) . (6.3)
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Primer take meritve je prikazan na sliki 6.6.
Slika 6.6: Črna črta predstavlja spremembe v zaznani moči svetlobe zaradi priso-
tnosti vibracij. Rdeča črta predstavlja celoten razpon moči, ki bi ga vibracije ob
taki postavitvi žarkov lahko dosegle. To smo dosegli z rotacijo HWP3.
Meritev na sliki 6.6 predstavlja vmesen korak v iterativni optimizaciji poravnave
žarkov. Na njej je vidljivost enaka 42% ± 1%. Preko iteracijskega postopka nam je
uspelo doseči vidljivost 82 % ± 1%. Večje vidljivosti nismo mogli doseči, verjetno
zaradi distorzije valovnih front, ki so jih povzročili uporabljeni optični elementi. Po
petih urah meritev smo vidljivost ponovno izmerili. Ni se spremenila, kar pomeni
da je naša postavitev stabilna na tej časovni skali.
Različni tipi motenj Vmeritvah sem analiziral vpliv treh tipov motenj, prisotnih
v našem laboratoriju - klimatske naprave (AC), optične mize (OT) in sobnih luči.
Vpliv klimatske naprave in optične mize je prikazan na sliki 6.7.
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Slika 6.7: Vpliv klimatske naprave in optične mize na stabilnost interferometra
S slike 6.7 lahko razberemo močan vpliv klimatske naprave na stabilnost našega
interferometra. Predvsem je tu pomembe vpliv samega kroženja zraka po prostoru in
vibracij ventilatorjev v napravi. Pomembno se je zavedati, da so poleg teh počasnih
sprememb signala pristotne tudi hitrejše, kot je prikazano na sliki 6.8.
Slika 6.8: Vpliv vibracij višjih frekvenc na stabilnost interferometra
Sam pomen vibracij teh frekvenc sem si podrobneje ogledal preko izračunov spektrov
danih meritev.
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Spektralna anliza Meritve moči signala s fotodiode smo beležili s ploščo Red
Pitaya STEMlab125-14 (RP). Iz meritev sem nato izračunal frekvenčne spektre. Vsi
spektri so predstavljeni na skali dBm, z referenčno vrednostjo 1mW. Na sliki 6.9
vidimo tipično spekter interferenčne meritve (modro).
Slika 6.9: Primerjava dveh spektrov. V modrem je prikazan spekter interfirajočega
signala, ki vsebuje informacije o prisotnih vibracijah. V oranžnem je prikazan spek-
ter signala s fotodiode, na katero ne sveti laserska svetloba. Iz primerjave obeh
vidimo, da ima sama fotodioda/RP velik vpliv na spektre zabeleženih signal.
Večina očitnih vrhov narisanem spektru ni posledica vibracij, pač pa zgolj merilnega
postopa. V svoji analizi sem v spektrih iskal vrhove, ki jih nisem mogel pripisati
fotodiodi/RP. Primer takega vrha je prikazan na sliki 6.10.
Slika 6.10: Ožje frekvenčno okno spektra iz slike 6.9. Iz spektra lahko razberemo
očiten vrh pri frekvenci 254 Hz, ki ni posledica merilnega postopka.
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Tak postopek sem uporabil za spektralno analizo signala iz interferometra ob
različnih pogojih. Zaradi preglednosti sem frekvenčno okno razdelil na tri dele, po-
samezni vrhovi pa so prikazani v Dodatku B.
Slika 6.11: Spekteri nizkih frekvenc za različne konfiguracije optične mize (OT) in
klimatske naprave (AC). Jasno vidimo, kako OP duši nizke frekvence.
Na sliki 6.11 lahko vidimo, kako optična miza duši nizke frekvence. Kroženje zraka
zaradi klimatske naprave predvsem vpliva na manjše spremembe v signalu na dajših
časovnih intervalih.
Slika 6.12: Spekteri srednjih frekvenc za različne konfiguracije klimatske naprave
(AC). Zaradi preglednosti sem spektra za različne konfiguracije optične mize (OT)
tu izpustil. Iz spektrov lahko razberemo nekaj očitnih vrhov, ki niso posledica
merilnega postopka. Posamezni vrhovi so prikazani v Dodatku B.
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Na sliki 6.12 lahko razberemo štiri vrhove, ki jih ne moremo pripisati merilnemu
postoku. Vrhovi so veliko bolj izraziti ob vključeni klimatski napravi, medtem ko
optična miza nima pretiranega vpliva na njih. Čeprav bi se lahko vibracij pri teh fre-
kvencah rešili že zgolj s piezoelektričnim elementi, bomo vseeno poskusili zmanjšati
vpliv klimatske naprave z iskanjem njenega optimalnega načina delovanja. Veliko
bolj pomemben je podatek, da nad frekvenco 1 kHz vse do 1MHz nisem našel nobe-
nega dodatnega vrha, ki ga ne bi mogel pripisati merilnemu postopku. To je izredno
pomebno, saj tako lahko uporabimo željene piezoelektrične elemente, ki so zmožni
spreminjati dolžino s frekvenco do največ 20 kHz.
Slika 6.13: Spektri visokih frekvenc za različne konfiguracije optične mize (OT) in
klimatske naprave (AC).
Zaključek V tem zadnjem delu magisterija sem na kratko povzel vsebino celo-
tnega dela. Naš ozkopasovni vir prepletenih fotonov bo za stabilno obratovanje
potreboval aktivno stabilizacijo, s katero bomo minimizirali vpliv vibracij, ki so pri-
sotne v našem laboratoriju. Tako smo morali najprej preveriti, vibracije katerih
frekvenc so sploh prisotne. Naša glavna ugotovitev je, da bomo vse prisotne vibra-
cije lahko kompenzirali z željenimi piezoelektričnimi elementi, saj so tako relativna
spremembe dolžine interometra, kot tudi glavne vibracijske frekvence, povsem v
njim dosegljivem območju. Upamo, da bo naš vir prepletenih fotonov predstavljal
pomemben prispevek k področju kvantne komunikacije.
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